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We discuss 2-(u, k, A) designs with two intersecion numbers the larger of which 
is 1. We show that for each I. there are only finitely many feasible parameter sets. 
We find all parameter sets with i, less than 400 and smaller intersection at least 2. 
These satisfy further conditions. We determine all sets satisfying these conditions 
finding two sporadic sets and two infinite families. The first sets of parameters from 
one of the families is realized by a design of V. Tonchev. Ii” 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A 2-(0, k, A) design is a collection D of k-subsets (called blocks) of a set 
of o points such that any pair of points is in I common blocks. Each point 
is then in r blocks and the number of blocks is b, where r(k - 1) = (u - 1 )A 
and bk = ur. A 2-design is symmetric if every two blocks intersect in L 
points. This happens iff r = k. A (proper) quasi-symmetric design is a 
2-design with exactly two intersection sizes: .X < y. If the condition is 
relaxed to allow at most two intersection sizes then the symmetric designs 
are included. We assume that y < k to rule out repeating the blocks of a 
symmetric design several times. Deleting one block of a symmetric 
2-(u’, k’, 2’) design and all the points of this block from the other blocks 
yields a 2-(v, k, A) design with v = u’ -k’, k = k’ - A’, and % = A’. Such a 
design is called a residual design and has r = k + 2. Any 2-design with 
r = k + I is called quasi-residual. 
An important conjecture of M. Hall, Jr. asserts that for any fixed 13 2 
there are only finitely many symmetric designs with this value of A. Another 
conjecture by N. M. Singhi states that for fixed 1,3 2 and x, y (0 6 x < y) 
there are only finitely many quasi-symmetric designs (proper or improper) 
with the given values of A, X, y. It was shown in [9] that in the special case 
.X = 0 the two conjectures are equivalent. A result of Hall and Connor [4] 
states that every quasi-symmetric design with (A, x, y) = (2, 1,2) is the 
residual of a biplane (a symmetric design with I = 2). So when y = A= 2, 
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Singhi’s conjecture is equivalent to Hall’s We note in Corollary 1 that the 
number of proper quasi-symmetric designs with any fixed value of y = 3, >, 2 
is finite. Thus the conjectures are also equivalent in this case. Results of [7] 
place strong restrictions on the possible parameters of quasi-symmetric 
designs. In this paper we focus on the case of proper quasi-symmetric 
designs with y = L After briefly discussing the cases x = 0 and x = 1, we 
observe that all possible parameter sets with 2 d x < 400 satisfy a further 
restriction and determine all sets satisfying this condition finding two 
sporadic sets and two one-parameter infinite families. The smallest set of 
parameters from one of the families is realized by a design constructed by 
V. Tonchev [lo]. 
2. PARAMETER RESTRICTIONS 
The block graph G of a quasi-symmetric design has as vertices the blocks 
of D with two vertices joined by an edge if their intersection has size y. It 
is well known that the block graph of a quasi-symmetric design is strongly 
regular. Using this fact, [7] establishes the following. 
LEMMA. The parameters m=(k-x)/(y-x) and s=(r-%)/(y-x) are 
integers. So that with z = y-x, the five parameters x, z, 1, m, s determine 
all the rest by 
Furthermore, 
y = z + x, (1) 
k = mz + I, (2) 
r = sz + 2, (3) 
u = 1 + r(k - 1 )/L, (4) 
b = or/k. (5) 
a=(k(r-1)+x(1-b))/z (6) 
is an integer and s satisfies the quadratic equation 
[xy(k- l)]s”+ [;l(m’z(l-2x)-z)]s 
+[m(m-l)kll’+((l-2m)(x2-x)-m(m-l)k)A]=O. (7) 
We write x - y if either x + y or x - y is an integer. In practice we will 
only use - to show that either x or y is an integer when the other 
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obviously is. The integer a is the number of blocks intersecting a fixed 
block in y points. The quadratic in (7) is Eq. (1) of [7]. It arises from the 
equation uy(y- I)+ (b-a- 1) x(x- l)=k(k- l)(n-- l), which in turn 
arises from counting in two ways the number of triples (~1, /I, B). Where B, 
is a fixed block, 0: #B are points and tl, /I E B n B,. In general it does not 
factor, but under further restrictions relating to existing designs it may. A 
symmetric design might be considered a quasi-symmetric design (but not 
proper) with L = y. Setting 1” = y in (7), it simplifies to 
z’(s-mm l)[x(k- l)s-nz(,v- l)k] =o. (8) 
THEOREM 1. In a proper quasi-symmetric design with y = A, 
s = (m( y - l)k)/(x(k - 1)). (9) 
If in addition x > 1, then 
(m-1)(x- l)=O (modmz+x- l), (10) 
l<z<x-1, (11) 
x is not prime. (12) 
Proof. It follows from (8) that s takes one of two values. The first, 
s = m - 1, arises only for symmetric designs, since this s value gives r = 
sz+A=(m- l)z+z+x=k. Thus xs N m(y- l)/(k- 1) = m(x+z- l)/ 
(mz+x- 1) - (m - 1)(x- l)/(mz+x- 1) and this last quotient must be 
an integer. This gives (9) and (10). 
The assumption JX k means m > 1. Since x> 1, (m - 1)(x- 1) B 
(mz+x-1) and (m-2)(x-l)/m>z so x-l>z. By definition, 
z=y-x>O. Also z> 1, since setting z= 1 in (9) gives s = mxk/(x(k - 1)) 
which would make m/(k - 1) = m/(m + x - 1) integral, contradicting x # 1. 
Finally, s(k - 1) = m(mz + x)(x + z - 1 )/x is an integer from which 
m*z(z - 1) = 0 (mod x). Were x prime (or merely square-free and prime to 
z(z-l)), then using (ll), m=nx for some n, s=n(x+z-l)k/(k-l)- 
n(x + z - l)/(nxz +x - 1) is a positive integer. But this cannot be as 
n(x+z)<nxz and -n<x-1 for 2<z<x. 1 
Result (12) generalizes the main result of [6] which is that there is no 
proper quasi-symmetric design with y = J. and x = 2 or 3. From now on all 
quasi-symmetric designs are considered to be proper. 
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3. THE CASES x=0 AND x= 1 
If x =0 with y = 2, then it is easy to see that y = 1= 1, so the only 
possibility is a non-symmetric design with A = 1 such as an afline plane. If 
x = 1 and y = 1, the conditions above do not yield much. As noted above, 
in case y = ;k = 2, the quasi-residual designs are exactly residuals of 
symmetric designs with 1, = 2. When x = 1, 
a=mz(mz+ 1) m(m- 1) 
-+l i - z+l . 
The other equations give no further requirements although there are condi- 
tions such as those of the Bruck-Ryser-Chowla theorem [S] which can be 
used to rule out some cases with 1= 2. Other conditions are given in [ 11. 
The values m=3 and z=2 give (u,k,i)=(35,7,3) with (x,y)=(l,3). 
This is example C of [l] and is shown there not to correspond to any 
design. 
4. THE CASE x > ‘1 
The parameters of a quasi-symmetric design with y = 1 are determined 
by the values m, x, and z. Call (m, x, z) a feasible parameter set if the 
resulting values of s, r, b, v, a are all integers. If x > 1, let x - 1 = ez -fwith 
0 < f < z and e necessarily positive. Then the integer 
(m-1)(x- l)/(mz+x- l)=(m- l)(ez+f)/(mz+x- 1) 
-((e+ 1)(x- l)-mf)/(mz+x- 1). 
THEOREM 2. There are only finitely many feasible parameter sets for any 
fixed value of x > 1. 
Proof. There are only finitely many solutions (z, e, f) of x = ez + f + 1 
and, given (z, e, f) and x, consider the integer n = ((e + 1)(x - 1) - mf )/ 
(mz+x-1). Becausefcz, n> -1. Then l<m = (e+l-n)(x-l)/ 
(nz+f)=(e+l-n)(ez+f)/(nz+f) and evidently O<n<e. 1 
Since x < y, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 1. For any fixed value of y = 1, there are only finitely many 
feasible parameter sets for a quasi-symmetric design with x> 1 and that 
value of y. 
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This result allows an effective determination of all feasible sets for any 
x > 1. At least for .Y < 2000 (and hence certainly for 1 d 2000), f # 0. 
Furthermore, at least for x < 400, (e + 1 )(x - 1) - n~f is always 0. We have 
been unable to prove that either of these restrictions must always hold but 
this may result from the conditions used here or others such as those given 
in [S, I-31. The main theorem of this paper is 
THEOREM 3. The only feasible parameter sets for a quasi-symmetric 
design with y = A, x > 2, f # 0, and m = ((e + 1)(x - l))/f are the two 
sporadic sets and two infinite families: 
s, s2 S3(e 1 UP) 
; 4 1 3 8 e 9 
e 8ps2 
x 10 36 (e+ l)* (4p+ 1)(@+3) 
)’ 12 40 (e + l)(e + 2) (4~+2)(8~+3) 
z 2 4 e+l 8p+3 
k 100 456 (e+l)‘(e+3) 2(8p+3)(8pz+7p+1) 
r 112 496 (e+l)(e”+5e+5) 2(8p+3)(8p2+9p+2) 
V 925 5643 (e + l)(e + 3)(e* + 4e -t- 2) (Sp2+7p+1)(64p2+64p+11) 
h 1036 6138 (e’+4e+2)(ez-t5e+5) (8p2+9p+2)(64p2+64p+ 11) 
a 375 1197 (e+l)*(e+3) (8~ + 1 )(8p2 + 7p + 1) 
Proof: Substitute this expression for m into the expression for s and 
simplify to obtain 
s= [(e+ 1)((e2+e)z-‘+2efz+fz+f2+f)]/[f(ez+f + l)]. (13) 
Since s is an integer, so is 
sf-((e+1)2z+ef+f-e-2)=[(e+2)(f+1)-z]/(ez+f+1). (14) 
Now this is greater than -1 but less than [ez+z]/(ez+f+1)<2 so 
either it is 0 and we have 
the case z = (e + 2)(f + 1) and 
(e3+4eZ+6e+l)f+e3+4e2+4e 
S= 
f 
(15) 
or it is 1 and we have 
thecasez=f + 1 and 
s=(e+ l)(ef +2f+e) 
E (16) 
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The first case does not lead to any feasible parameter sets. Substituting for 
z in (6) and simplifying gives 
~~(e+2)((e+1)2(f+1)-1}(e+1){(e+1)(e2+3e+3)f+e(e+2)2} 
f’(e’ + 3e + 3) 
5 
(17) 
so q= [e(f+3)+3)/[e2+3e+3] -f2a and f = [q(e2+3e+3)-3e-31/e. 
Thus f- 3(q- 1)/e. In case (e, 3) = 1, we may write q= et + 1 for some 
t>O so f=(e2+3e+3)t+e. Now recall that m=(e+l)(ez+f)/f- 
e(e+l)z/f = e(e+l)(e+2)(f+l)/f-e(e+l)(e+2)/f = [e(e+l)(e+2)1/ 
[(e’ + 3e + 3)t + e]. Multiply ‘this last expression by f, subtract e, and 
simplify to obtain e( t + e)/[ (e* + 3e f 3) t + e] E Z. This is clearly 
impossible with e>O, t>O. 
To finish the case (15) we also must consider (e, 3) = 3, say e = 3w, then 
q=wt+l for some t>O andf=3tw2+3tw+3w+t. In this case all the 
parameters are determined in terms of t and w. In particular, 
Wl= 
(3w+ 1)(3w*+3w+ 1)(9twZ+6tw+9w+r) 
3tw2 + 3tw + 3w + t 
(18) 
m - 2w( 9w + t)/( 3 tw2 + 3rw i- 3w + t), 
SO t < 6. In case t = 0, we have f = e and everything can be expressed as 
functions in e. One finds b = (e” + 6e3 + 15e2 + 16e + 5)(e4 + 7e3 + 21e2 + 
30e + 17)/(e + 1) - 2/(e + 1)~ Z, so only e = 1 is possible, which gives 
(u, k, r, x, y = A) = (989,92, 152, 8, 14). This possibility is ruled out by 
Theorem 5 of [ 1 ] which states that in any 2-design with all intersection 
numbers even, either r = I mod 4 or u = + 1 mod 8. 
For each case t = 1 to 5, the fact that the right-hand side of (18) is at 
least 1 gives an upper bound on w  (which is bounded below by 1). In each 
of the cases we can check if the expression in (18) comes out an integer. In 
the two cases when it does (namely, (t, w) = (1, 1) and (3, l)), s does not 
come out to be an integer. 
For I= 1 to 5, the respective values in (18) are: 2w(9w + l)/ 
(3~’ + 6w + l), 2w(9w + 2)/(6w2 + 9w + 2), 2w/(w + 1), 2w(9w + 4)/ 
(12~’ + 15~ + 4) and 2w(9w + 5)/(15w* + 18w + 5). Taking these in order 
t = 1. m - (34~ + 6)/(3w’ + 6w + 1), so w< 11. Only w  = 1 makes this 
an integer but it makes s = 15/2. 
t = 2. m - (14~ + 6)/(6w2 + 9w + 2) so w  < 3. None of these work. 
t = 3. Only w  = 1 is possible and this gives s = 25/8. 
t=4. m-(6w2- 7~ - 4)/( 12~’ + 15~ + 4) is never an integer. 
I = 5. m - (3w*- 8~ - S)/( 15~’ + 18~ + 5) is never an integer. 
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It remains to deal with the case (16). Substitute z =f+ 1 into m = 
(e+ 1)(x- l)/fto obtain m=(e+ l)(ef+f+ e)/A so w=e(e+ l)/fis an inte- 
ger. Similarly, from (17), a=[(e+1)2(ef+e+f)(ef+e+2f)]/[(e+2)f2]. 
Setting e = -2 in the numerator shows that q = 2(f+2)/(e+2) is an 
integer. Putting f=[(e+2)q-4]/2 gives w=2e(e+ l)/[(e + 2)q-41, 
so q= [4w+2e(e+ l)]/[(e+2)MJ] and t=(4w+4)/(e+2) is an integer. 
Substituting for w  gives t = 4(q + 2e - 2)/(eq + 2q - 4), so that 
e(8 - qt) = 2(q- 2)(t - 2). (19) 
This leads to the following subcases: 
(i) q > 2, f > 2 which is impossible, since one side of (19) is positive 
and the other is not. 
(ii) q = 2 and t = 4 which makes f = e and yields S,(e); 
(iii) q = 4 and t = 2 which makes f = 2e + 2 and a = 
(2e + 1 )(2e2 + 7e + 4)/4 - e/4. Thus e = 4p for some p which yields S,(p). 
(iv) q= 1. 
(v) f= 1. 
In these last two cases, e = 2(q- 2)(t-2)/(8 -qt) and f = 
2(q-4)(q-2)/(qt-8). In case (iv), f=6/(t-8) so 9<t< 14. S, comes 
fromt=14,e=2,f=1,andS,comesfromt=lO,e=8,f=3.Intheother 
cases, u is non-integral. In case (v), e = (4 - 2q)/(8 - q) = 2 + 12/(q - 8) and 
f = 2q + 4 + 48/(q - 8), so 9 < q < 20. In each case a is not an integer. 1 
Comments. (1) In [lo] a symmetric design with (u, k, A) = (78,22, 6) is 
constructed such that the derived design with respect to a certain block is 
the Witt-Mathieu 3-design. The residual with respect to this block is quasi- 
symmetric with the parameters S,(l), i.e., (u, k, A) = (56, 16, 6). Of the 
parameter sets given here, this is the only one known to correspond to an 
actual quasi-symmetric design. 
(2) Every parameter set with z = f + 1 (including all those above) 
has r = k + A which means that any corresponding design would be quasi- 
residual. In some cases a corresponding symmetric design can be ruled out. 
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